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DISCLAIMER

The insights presented in this paper are partly based on the DNV GL Smart Grid Scenario Model (DSSM), 

implementing basic market rules and generation dispatch. Implications of generator start/stop cost, part load 

behaviour, minimum load constraints, reserve capacity for scheduled maintenance of power units, value of 

ancillary services, grid constraints, differences in weather conditions for larger regions, etc. are not implemented. 

Although we are confident the trend behaviour is valid, the absolute numbers are not reliable enough for 

e.g., investment decisions. 

The central generation mix and VRES mix have a large influence on the electricity prices, as have other country 

specific characteristics. For investment decisions, a more detailed load/price forecasting study, dedicated to the 

specific country is necessary. 
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1 - THE PROMISE OF 

HYDROGEN
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1.1  Why this paper?

	Renewable energy sources like solar-PV and wind, and the electrification of heating  

 demand lead to more variability in the generation and demand of electricity.

	The need for flexibility in the electricity supply system, e.g., by energy storage, will 

 therefore increase. 

	Hydrogen has been a long-serving CO
2
-free energy carrier, apt to store energy over a

 long period of time without significant losses.
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hits in searches for hydrogen and renewable energy 

terms has increased dramatically in the Science Direct 

database since 1994. Compared to other energy 

transition technologies, the key word “hydrogen” gives 

a multitude of hits, indicating that the topic has a long 

history.

The current interest in hydrogen is mainly driven by the 

energy transition—that is, decarbonization of our energy 

supply through the shift from fossil fuels to renewable 

energy sources, i.e., solar, wind, hydro, and geothermal. 

One of the main challenges is that variable renewable 

energy sources like solar-PV and wind turbines (VRES) are 

not dispatchable. They generate electricity depending on 

wind speed and solar insolation, even if the demand for

ydrogen is a topic that has stirred interest for a 

long time. As shown in figure 1, the number of 

H

Figure 1 - Hits on Science Direct keyword search1
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electricity is limited. Overproduction can be solved by 

curtailing generation, but shortage must be solved in 

other ways—most often with dispatchable, partly fossil-

based, generation or energy storage. This increase in 

variability in generation of electricity is accompanied by 

an increase in demand variability, as energy demand, 

especially for heating, is more and more electrified. 

The resulting effect on the electricity demand for 

dispatchable electricity generation is illustrated in 

figure 2. It shows the total electricity demand in a 

country with a high penetration of renewables, a high 

electrification of demand, and limited electricity storage 

and demand response. The hourly load is sorted 

according to the contribution of dispatchable generation 

to the total load. 

Curtailing of renewable generation2 is shown as a 

negative demand in figure 2. It illustrates potential 

renewable generation (“surplus electricity”) that is not 

used, but could be used in, e.g., electricity storage or 

for hydrogen production3. 

Curtailing surplus renewable generation has an adverse 

effect on the economics of renewable generation. This 

paper will discuss how to deal with surplus electricity.

The energy transition puts pressure on our power system 

from both sides: generation and demand. A solution to 

that pressure is flexibility, the ability to adapt electricity 

load and generation in time to changing circumstances5. 

Flexibility will be required on different time scales: for 

instance, to accommodate hourly, daily, and weekly 

fluctuations in renewable generation and seasonal 

variations in renewable generation and (electrified) 

heating demand.

Hydrogen is generally seen as a likely source of flexibility 

in the electricity system. It is converted quite easily to 

and from electricity and can be stored for a long time 

without significant losses. Outside the electricity value 

chain, it has several other uses, including: as a fuel for 

heating demand or transportation fuel, and as an

industrial feedstock.

Figure 2 - Example of a load duraction curve for a situation with a high penetration of renewable generation4
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1.2  Hydrogen in the electricity value chain

	This paper focuses on the position of hydrogen in the electricity value chain, including:

 -  production during hours with surplus renewable electricity

 -  transportation & storage to balance production and demand

 -  as a fuel for electricity generation during peak hours

	A levelized cost approach to compare options for hydrogen use in the electricity value

 chain based on a representative electricity price duration curve for year 2050. 

	The concept of a "surplus electricity merit order". There are multiple options to cope

 with surplus electricity and each has its own value among others.

	The effect of large-scale hydrogen production on the electricity wholesale price.

Our Energy Transition Outlook projects a moderate 

uptake of hydrogen as an energy carrier towards 2050, 

then significant growth afterwards6. This demand is 

analysed more deeply in our white paper Hydrogen as 

an Energy Carrier7, which analyses hydrogen use for 

heating, transportation and feedstock on a global level. 

The present paper focuses on the application of 

hydrogen in the electricity value chain, with a European 

focus and looks at production of hydrogen from 

electricity and use of hydrogen as peak shaving fuel 

from a wholesale perspective. 

A systematic approach is used to investigate whether 

hydrogen is a viable, competitive option to use in the 

electricity value chain. In this approach, distinctions are 

made among:

1. giving a ‘free’ commodity a value: production of

 hydrogen with electrolysis during surplus generation  

 of electricity (near-zero prices)

2. transportation and storage: use hydrogen to balance  

 production and demand 

3. capitalizing on electricity shortages: using hydrogen 

 to produce electricity when electricity prices are high.

To determine the value of hydrogen, the use of 

hydrogen outside the electricity value chain is discussed, 

for industrial use (feedstock), mobility, and heating. 

Figure 3 illustrates this approach, which is based on an 

estimated price duration curve for year 2050 showing for 

how many hours the electricity price is below a certain 

value in a given year. It shows, e.g., that electricity prices 

are zero for approximately 3,000 hours per year because 

the electricity demand is completely served by VRES with 

zero marginal cost.
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Figure 3 - Approach towards determining the role of hydrogen in the electricity value chain8
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This paper presents a merit order of conversion 

technologies for surplus electricity showing the value 

of hydrogen in comparison with these alternatives.

A “price taker” approach is used, assuming that 

conversion of surplus electricity to hydrogen or of 

hydrogen to electricity does not have an impact on the 

electricity price. This is generally true when volumes are 

low compared to the total market volume. The benefit 

of this approach is transparency as it does not require 

complicated market models to value this interaction. 

This is, however, a best-case situation. High conversion 

volumes, for example, have an impact on electricity 

prices, generally degrading the business case for the 

various conversion options. This conversion option will 

partly set the market price (“price setter”). This impact 

is illustrated by modelling a case study.

Hydrogen is currently a hot topic in the industry. With this 

paper, DNV GL hopes to provide better insight into the 

potential role of hydrogen in the electricity value chain 

based on a structured, levelized cost approach. 

This paper will also include a case study to show the 

impact if technologies to use surplus electricity become 

the price setter instead of the price taker.

Price duration curves are convenient for determining 

the average price consumers (e.g., electrolyser) or 

producers of electricity can realize, depending on 

operating hours9. However, information—whether zero-

priced hours are concentrated together or spread out 

over the year—is lost. Start-up and shut-down cost are 

neglected in this approach. 

The connecting element among the steps in figure 3 is 

the levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOH
2
). Using the capital 

expenditures (CAPEX), operational expenditures (OPEX), 

and the economic life time and efficiency of hydrogen-

producing technologies, we determine the integral cost 

to produce a unit of hydrogen, to transport it and to 

store it. The levelized cost per unit of hydrogen can be 

compared with the value of hydrogen in or outside the 

electricity value chain. This shows whether hydrogen 

adds value. Appendix A shares additional details about 

levelized cost calculations.

This paper also looks at alternative ways to put value 

to surplus “free” electricity from renewables, apart from 

hydrogen production. Other options compete with 

hydrogen production and diminish the economic 

potential for producing hydrogen from surplus 

electricity. Other options are curtailment, electricity 

storage, demand response, or conversion to heat.
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2.1  Production of hydrogen

	The current state-of-the-art reference technology for producing hydrogen is steam

 methane reforming (SMR).

	The electricity-based alternative is electrolysis. Currently, alkaline electrolysers are

 state-of-the-art, but they are expected to be replaced by proton exchange membrane  

 (PEM) electrolyses within a decade. 

	The production cost of hydrogen is determined by a levelized cost approach, including

 investments, maintenance costs, fuel cost, and carbon cost.

	In 2050, the combined effect of lower investments for electrolysis, availability of more 

 low-to-zero priced electricity and higher carbon cost will make electrolysis the option 

 with potentially the lowest levelized hydrogen production cost.
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with steam (steam methane reforming, or SMR10). 

This process is mature and has been used in the bulk 

chemicals industry (e.g., for ammonia production) for 

many years. SMR produces pure hydrogen at a pressure 

of approximately 20 bar. The electricity-based reference 

technology is electrolysis. Current mainstream 

technology is the alkaline electrolyser (AEL), but it is 

expected that this technology will be replaced by the 

proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolyser in a 

decade. Appendix A provides details for both 

technologies. 

Based on the performance data discussed in 

Appendix A, the levelized cost of hydrogen production 

can be calculated. The results are summarized in 

figure 4, which shows the (expected) hydrogen 

production cost (LCOH
2
) based on SMR and 

electrolysis for 2017 and 2050. The hydrogen cost from 

steam reforming includes the carbon cost11 (assuming 

a natural gas feedstock). For electrolysis, it is assumed 

that renewable, carbon-free electricity12 is used.

In the LCOH
2 
calculation for 2050, two operating modes 

for the electrolyser are analysed:

1. continuous operation (8,000 hours/year) based on 

 an average renewable electricity price of 

 29 EUR/MWh13 (same assumptions as for 2016)

2. operation only during surplus hours (more renewable  

 production than demand, 3,000 hours/year) against  

 zero electricity cost.

In the latter case, the capital cost and fixed operating cost 

must be levelized over fewer operating hours, resulting 

in a higher contribution to the levelized production cost. 

However, the energy cost is zero.

Figure 4 shows that, based on the current assumptions, 

electrolysis will compete with steam reforming in the 

future. This is partly due to learning effects for 

electrolysis technology (the learning effect for SMR is 

assumed to be negligible as it is a mature technology) 

and partly to the carbon cost for natural gas-based 

hydrogen. We expect a break-even point before 2035. 

Please note that economy-of-scale effects have a 

significant impact on hydrogen production cost.

In 2050, hydrogen from electrolysis can compete directly 

with carbon-taxed natural gas15. The estimated cost of 

carbon-taxed natural gas in 2050 is 8.7 EUR/GJ. 

For hydrogen from electrolysis, based on 3,000 

operating hours, it is 1.0 EUR/kg for a 2,100 kg/hour 

(100 MW) system, equivalent to 7.3 EUR/GJ—15% lower 

than the carbon-taxed natural gas price.

urrently, the reference production method 

for hydrogen is the reforming of natural gas 

C
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Figure 4 - Levelized cost of hydrogen production based on year 2017 and year 2050 estimates14
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2.2  Storage of hydrogen

	The currently most feasible options for hydrogen storage are liquefied, pressurized

 (pressure vessel), and pressurized subsurface storage (e.g., salt caverns or depleted

 gas fields). 

	For large volumes and long duration storage (> months) subsurface storage seems to 

 be the only feasible option (apart from possibly chemical storage, e.g., as ammonia).

	Important storage parameters beside investment cost (CAPEX) and operation cost

 (OPEX) are the storage losses and the storage usage (number of cycles per year).

	Highest costs of storage are the costs to post-process hydrogen after production, so it  

 can be stored

Hydrogen can be stored and distributed in several ways. 

A distinction among storage technologies is generally 

based on the element’s physical form16:

	 liquefied (cryogenic)

	 pressurized (gaseous)

	 absorbed or adsorbed (solid)

	 chemical

Liquefied hydrogen is cooled to approximately -253°C. 

In this state, it is under near atmospheric pressure, so 

storage tanks do not require pressure strength, but 

must be heavily insulated, however, to minimise the 

evaporation losses caused by thermal leakage (boil-off). 

Another issue for cryogenic storage tanks is tank’s 

resistance to expansion and contraction, as well as the 

resistance to structural degradation due to hydrogen 

embrittlement. These issues can be solved by a careful 

choice of materials and careful construction. 

Cryogenic storage is a proven technology and has been 

in use for more than 40 years. Because they don’t need 

to be pressurized, cryogenic storage tanks can be built 

in large volumes. Typically, a trailer-based storage vessel 

can hold more than 60 m3 of liquid hydrogen17. 

Stationary tanks (like the ones used for the space shuttle 

launching site) can go up to 3,800 m3. 

Storage in pressure vessels is also a proven technology 

with a history of more than 100 years. New combinations 

of metallic, polymer, and composite materials16 are 

allowing for higher pressure. Composite pressure vessels 

can withstand pressures up to 1,000 bar and are near 

commercial production. As for cryogenic vessels, the 

issues for pressure vessels are the resistance to 

expansion and contraction and hydrogen embrittlement. 

Due to the high pressures, the volume per vessel is 

limited. We expect, based on current commercial 

available composite vessels, it will be below 1 m3. 

Pressurized hydrogen also can be stored in aquifers, 

salt caverns, or empty natural gas fields. This is proven 

technology for natural gas. Total capacity of underground 

natural gas storage in the European Union, for example, 

is 112 billion m3 with an average of 680 million m3 per 

location18. The storage pressure currently varies between 

100-150 bar and may exceed 250 bar for very deep 

reservoirs or aquifers19. Hydrogen storage in salt caverns 

and depleted oil wells is also demonstrated for more 

than 30 years20,21.

Storage of hydrogen in solid form, by absorption by or 

adsorption to a variety of potential materials such as 

metal hydrides22, is not a mature technology yet. 

Chemical storage by converting hydrogen to, e.g., 

methane, ammonia or methylcyclohexane seems more 

an option for long distance transportation. This paper will 

focus on cryogenic storage and pressurized storage.
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Figure 5 presents an overview of the cost to post-

process (pressurize or liquefy) and store hydrogen. 

Post-processing is needed to get hydrogen into the 

required physical condition for storage. Loss cost are 

based on production from a 1 MW local electrolyser 

(pressure vessel option) or a 100 MW electrolyser for 

centralised production (other storage options). 

We assume 3,000 operating hours based on surplus, 

zero-priced electricity and production at 60 bar pressure. 

The number of storage cycles per year varies per storage 

type. Appendix A provides more technical details and 

references.

In figure 5, we conclude that pressurized storage in a 

pressure vessel (700 bar) and cryogenic storage incur 

the highest costs, mainly due to pressurization and 

liquefaction. Costs for different options for subsurface 

storage do not differ significantly because the effect of 

differences in CAPEX and in the number of storage cycles 

levels out. For pressure vessel storage we assume a cycle 

of once every 3 days, for liquid hydrogen once every 

week. Cycle estimates for subsurface storage are based 

on literature (see Appendix A). 

Based on production cost for hydrogen, the storage costs 

(including pressurization or liquefaction) range from 

30-170% of the production cost.

Figure 5 - Overview of storage costs of hydrogen based on throughput23
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2.3  Transportation of hydrogen

	General options for transportation of hydrogen are by pipeline (pressurized) or by 

 trailer mounted vessel (pressurized, liquefied).

	In this paper, we made exploratory calculations to get an indication of transportation

 cost.

	Pressurized transportation by trailer is significantly more expensive than by pipeline

 for a 100 km transportation range.

	Liquefied transportation costs are comparable with pipeline transportation cost 

 (0.15-0.30 EUR/kg). Liquefied transportation incurs other cost, however, such as boil-off

 and transfer losses (up to 25%) and additional fuelling station cost.

Transportation and distribution of hydrogen has two 

general options:

1.  by vessel

2.  by pipeline

Ships and trucks can transport hydrogen. For bulk 

transportation by land, pipelines are an option. 

Air Liquide, for example, already has an extensive

network of more than 2,700 km of pipelines in Northwest 

Europe24 for industrial gasses like hydrogen, nitrogen, 

oxygen, and carbon monoxide.

Research shows that current natural gas pipeline grids 

might be suitable for hydrogen transportation and 

distribution25, 26, although the case seems stronger for 

distribution grids than for transportation grids. 

One important issue is that transporting hydrogen under

elevated pressure (>7 bar) in hard steel pipes can cause

embrittlement and subsequent leakage issues. 

Also, leakage issues may occur at joints and valves.

In Appendix A, we made some exploratory calculations 

for hydrogen transportation cost. The results are 

summarized in figure 6. Pressurized transportation by 

trailer is most costly because of the low hydrogen 

content per trailer (250 kg for a 190 bar steel vessel 

and 800 kg for a 350 bar composite vessel).

Liquefied transportation (4,300 kg per trailer) is 

significantly less costly but incurs additional cost because 

of high hydrogen losses (boil-off, transfer) and refuelling 

station cost. Pipeline cost depend on the pipeline length 

and optimization between pipeline dimensions, pressure 

drop and compression cost. Costs are significantly lower 

than for pressurized trailer transport for approximately 

100 km transportation range.

Cost estimate of hydrogen transportation

Figure 6 - Overview of transportation costs of hydrogen23
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2.4  The value of hydrogen outside the electricity value chain

	We provide an estimate for the use and value of hydrogen outside the electricity

 value chain to gain insight in the competition for using it inside the value chain.

	If all hydrogen used outside the electricity value chain is produced with electrolysis, 

 the required electrolyser capacity will equal to approximately 15% of the estimated

 electricity generating capacity in Europe in 2050.

	Use outside the electricity value chain includes transportation, space heating, industrial

 heating and industrial feedstock.

The value of hydrogen depends on its application. 

Based on other studies7, 27, we identify four major 

uses/market segments of hydrogen outside the 

electricity value chain:

1.  transportation fuel 

2.  residential and commercial space heating fuel

3.  fuel for high-temperature industrial use

4.  industrial feedstock

For each segment, we make an estimate of the required 

energy use in Europe, including which part will be 

served by hydrogen. These estimates are available in 

Appendix B. This section summarizes the results and 

shows the estimate for the required electrolyser capacity, 

assuming the required hydrogen volume is produced by 

means of electrolysis.

Table 1 summarizes the results. The reference price for 

heating is based on conventional heating with carbon-

taxed natural gas. The reference price for industrial 

feedstock is hydrogen cost from steam methane 

reforming based on carbon-taxed natural gas. 

The reference price for transportation is based on 

conventional carbon-taxed road fuels including the effect 

of the increase in drive-train efficiency for hydrogen. 

It includes a correction for distribution and fuelling 

station cost. The price range in table 1 reflects the 

uncertainty in these costs and the difference between 

liquid hydrogen and pressurized hydrogen.

Our estimates for the potential of hydrogen fuel in the 

four market segments and the reference prices are rough 

estimations. Despite that, we conclude that hydrogen use 

outside the electricity value chain will become significant. 

Producing hydrogen with electrolysers will require 

significant electrolyser capacity. Assuming the total 

estimated hydrogen demand in Europe in 2050 will be 

produced with electrolysers, an estimated 367 GW of 

capacity is required in Europe. The total installed 

electricity generating capacity in Europe in 2050, 

according to the DNV GL Energy Transition Outlook 

20186, is approximately 2,400 GW, of which 1,800 GW is 

renewable capacity. If all hydrogen demand is produced 

with electrolysis, electrolyser capacity will add 

approximately 15% of the total generating capacity.
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Transportation

Domestic and commercial

space heating

Industrial high-temperature

heat

Industrial feedstock

TOTAL

2.3 - 3.7

1.2

1.2

2.1

6,100

4,300

5,500

6,900

22,800

98

69

89

111

367

REFERENCE  

WHOLESALE PRICE

(EUR/KG)

POTENTIAL

(KTON)

REQUIRED  

ELECTROLYSER 

CAPACITY (GW)

APPLICATION

Table 1 - Overview of estimated hydrogen use and required electrolyser capacity in Europe in 205028
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3.1  Using surplus electricity

	If the (potential) production of variable renewable energy systems (VRES) is larger than  

 the demand, surplus electricity can be generated if additional demand can be realized.  

 Otherwise, VRES production must be curtailed.

	This surplus electricity is available at zero cost, assuming marginal production cost for

 VRES are negligible. 

	Initially, few hours with zero-priced surplus electricity will be available, warranting only

 curtailment or low-CAPEX options for the use of surplus electricity. With increasing 

 VRES-penetration, higher-CAPEX solutions will become feasible.
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(or negative) day-ahead market prices in Germany 

for a small number of days. The increasing 

interconnection of countries’ transmission system is 

widening the area where this surplus power can be 

distributed. Thus, surplus power can move to areas 

where there is shortage, limiting the occurrence of zero 

electricity prices. Still, a higher penetration of VRES will 

increasingly result in surplus power and zero electricity 

prices in a wider area.

Initially, low-CAPEX uses of zero-priced electricity will 

be favoured over high-CAPEX ones, as the number of 

potential operating hours is limited to the availability of 

zero-priced power and CAPEX must be recovered during 

these operating hours. Typical low-CAPEX applications 

are demand response of processes with inherent 

buffering (like water heating and cooling processes). 

n Europe, periods of surplus power from 

variable renewables currently result in zero

I For example, immersion heating can be used to 

generate extra heat from surplus electricity and thus 

avoid using natural gas while this surplus electricity is 

available. This fuel switch does not require additional 

heat storage capacity; the flexibility in gas consumption 

supplies the intrinsic storage capacity. Although, it may 

require a heavier connection to the electricity grid, 

resulting in additional costs.

When periods of surplus renewable-generated power 

become longer and appear more frequently, 

applications specially designed to make use of this 

surplus will become less opportunistic and more capital 

intensive. Applications like heat storage, battery energy 

storage, and possibly flexible power-to-hydrogen or 

power-to-fuels applications might become profitable, 

evolving later to include more efficient, but less flexible 

processes.
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3.2  Competitive options for surplus electricity

	Four surplus options are compared:

 1.  no conversion to useful products (curtailment, waste heat)

 2.  conversion to heat (boiler, heat pump)

 3.  storage of electricity (batteries, pumped hydro)

 4.  conversion to hydrogen (electrolysis)

	Levelized cost calculations (year 2050) show that there is an optimum number of

 operating hours for each option resulting in the lowest levelized cost.

Cost-effective use of surplus electricity depends on the 

balance between capital expenditure and operating cost 

of any surplus option on one side and the value (of the 

generated heat, hydrogen or stored electricity) on the 

other side. This value depends directly on the number 

of operating hours a surplus option can realise, as this 

determines the output of, e.g., heat or hydrogen. This is 

demonstrated in figure 7.

Figure 7 displays the levelized cost of production of, 

e.g., heat or hydrogen from (surplus) electricity (see 

Appendix A for additional details on levelized cost 

calculations). It starts with the price duration curve, 

displayed by the red dotted line. This red curve shows for 

how many hours the electricity price is below a certain 

value. In this case, there are almost 3,000 hours of surplus 

(zero-priced) electricity generation. After that, the price 

starts to increase. This price duration curve is smoothed 

but based on actual market calculations for an isolated

region with a high percentage of solar-PV and wind 

turbines30.

A surplus option will start using the lowest-priced 

electricity first. As the number of operation hours 

increases, the CAPEX and OPEX31 per operating hour 

decreases, which decreases the levelized production 

cost. After approximately 3,000 hours, the electricity price 

starts to rise, which adds to the levelized production cost. 

At approximately 4,350 operating hours, the effect of the 

increasing electricity price becomes larger than the effect 

of levelizing the CAPEX and OPEX. The levelized 

production cost for this surplus option has reached a 

minimum. Note that it is feasible for this option to use 

an additional 1,300 hours of electricity that is not 

zero-priced (and strictly spoken not surplus electricity). 

Levelizing the CAPEX and OPEX for these additional  

hours outweighs the effect of an above-zero electricity 

price.

Figure 7 - Example of a levelized production cost curve for a surplus option29
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This paper distinguishes four main options to use surplus 

electricity:

1. no conversion to a useful product (curtailment, 

 producing waste heat)

2. storage of electricity (batteries, pumped hydro)

3. conversion to heat (boiler, heat pump)

4. conversion to hydrogen (electrolysis)

Options 2 to 4 generate option value by the opportunity 

to sell heat, hydrogen, or electricity whenever demand 

(and prices) are high. This generally requires storage 

options. Table 2 presents an overview of these options 

for using surplus electricity. 

Table 2 - Options for using surplus electricity

Curtailment

Waste heat

Resistive boiler (< 5 W)

Electrode boiler (>10 MW)

 

Domestic boiler (< 10 kW)

Heat pump (<10 kW),

hot water storage

Electrolysis (5 MW),

injection NG-grid

Electrolysis (20 MW),

subsurface storage

Electrolysis (1 MW),

700 bar storage

 

Electrolysis (20 MW),

liquid storage

Pumped hydro

Li-ion storage battery

Curtailing renewable generation

 

Generate waste heat

(electrodes > 10 MW)

Resistive heat boiler (< 5 MW)

in heat distribution system 

Electrode boiler (>10 MW) in

steam distribution system

Domestic boiler (< 10 kW)

Compression heat pump

Electrolysis combined with

injection in natural gas grid

at approximately 60 bar

Electrolysis combined with

subsurface storage (250 bar)

Electrolysis combined with

pressurization (700 bar)

Low-temperature electrolysis

combined with liquefaction

(20 K)

Pumped hydro

Li-ion storage battery

None

None

Boiler

Boiler

Boiler

Hot water

vessel

Intrinsic in

natural gas

grid

250 bar sub

surface

700 bar

pressure vessel

20 K cryogenic

vessel

Water basin

Electrochemical

battery

DESCRIPTION
STORAGE 

OPTION
REMARKSURPLUS OPTION

None

None

Space/tap 

water heating

Process steam

Space/tap

water heating

Space/tap

water heating

Conventional

natural gas use

Feed-stock,

peak electricity, 

heat

Mobility

Mobility

Peak electricity

Peak electricity

No value from negative

electricity prices

Only viable for negative

electricity prices

Distribution losses

(15%) included

Distribution losses

neglected

Storage losses

neglected

Storage losses

neglected

Delivery pressure

electrolyser at 60 bar,

no additional compression

Investment in compressor

and conversion losses

included

Investment in compressor

and conversion losses

included

Investment in cryogenic

cooler and conversion

losses included

Typical storage duration

several weeks

Typical storage cycle

one day (6 hour system)

OPTION 

VALUE

Appendix A summarizes the assumptions for cost and 

efficiencies for these options.

We use a case study to assess these different surplus 

options. First, it is assumed that the surplus option is 

a price taker, meaning it does not affect the electricity 

price whether it is running or not. In this approach, we 

assume a fixed, smoothed price duration curve for 2050. 

We calculate the levelized cost of producing heat, storing 

electricity, or producing hydrogen and we compare that 

cost to the conventional alternative. Alternatively, for 

hydrogen production, we show the effect when this 

surplus option is not a price taker but (partly) a price 

setter.
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3.3  Waste options and electricity storage

	Curtailment is the first option to consider if other options are not economically 

 feasible. It is a necessity to keep the electricity system balanced.

	The waste-heat option needs negative electricity prices to generate income for

 recovering the investments. It is a low-CAPEX option that only needs a slightly negative

 electricity price (approximately -1.6 EUR/MWh average for 2,500 hours) to become viable.

	In 2050, battery storage becomes viable after 850 operating hours, supplying electricity

 at a lower price than the reference price of 64 EUR/MWh.

	Pumped hydro becomes viable after 4,500 operating hours but, at estimates price levels

 for 2050, the LCOE remains higher than for battery storage.

The first option for surplus renewable electricity is 

curtailment. It is not economically viable to invest in 

another option when overproduction by renewables 

happens sporadically. The surplus value that can be 

generated by other options (electricity, hydrogen, heat) 

is limited and will not suffice to cover investment cost. 

If electricity prices are negative, a low-cost waste-heat 

option may become viable as it generates income from 

“burning” electricity.

We compare these options with electricity storage 

options. Storage can generate value by loading at (near) 

zero electricity prices and selling electricity at high ones. 

As a reference selling price for electricity storage we took 

the average price for the 3,000 highest-priced hours of 

the price duration curve. This is arbitrary as it depends 

on the load profile, storage capacity, and storage losses. 

It also disregards the differences in storage cycles 

(day-night, weekly, seasonal). Therefore, it serves as 

illustration only.

Figure 8 shows the results of the levelized cost 

calculations for the curtailment, waste heat and storage 

options. Curtailment is the first option to apply. 

We assume negligible cost and no value for applying it.

A waste-heat option is not profitable at positive 

electricity prices. This is to be expected as there are no 

other benefits and no way to recover investments. 

The minimum LCOE is 1,6 EUR/MWh (at approximately 

2,500 operating hours). This low cost indicates that waste 

heat options will become viable quickly when electricity 

prices drop below zero for sufficient number of hours. 

Storage option generate value by producing electricity 

when electricity prices are high. A reference selling price 

is shown in figure 8. After approximately 850 operating 

hours, the battery storage option can store and supply 

electricity for less than the reference price. The pumped 

hydro option is profitable after approximately 4,500 

hours but does not surpass the battery option as the 

LCOE remains higher. This does not take the full picture 

into account, as the capacity and storage duration of 

pumped storage are much higher than for batteries 

and as such deserve a higher reference price. Also, 

batteries depend much more on the frequency of the 

price changes, due to the relatively expensive energy 

capacity (compared to the power). The advantages for 

batteries over pumped storage indicate, however, that 

new pumped storage options should look carefully at 

their business case, particularly given the expected steep 

learning curve for battery storage.
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Figure 9 - Results of the levelized cost calculations for electricity-to-heat options29
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3.4  Heat generating options

	The electrode boiler is the lowest-CAPEX option and the first option to become

 economically viable.

	In the long run, the heat pump is the option with the lowest levelized heat production

 cost despite its highest CAPEX. Contrary to direct heating options (boilers), heat pumps

 generate more heat than the input of electricity, which eventually compensates for the

 higher CAPEX.

	Generally, heat demand and the availability of surplus electricity will not match, and 

 heat storage will be necessary. The implications of heat storage are not included in this

 analysis although we are aware that they cannot be disregarded in a more detailed

 analysis.

Figure 9 shows the results of the levelized cost 

calculations for heat production. The reference price 

is based on heat (or steam) production by a standard 

natural gas-fired boiler, including carbon cost, in 2050 

(see Appendix A). 

Figure 9 shows that the first heat option to become 

viable is the electrode boiler, after approximately 170 

operating hours. The last heat option to become viable 

is the domestic boiler, after approximately 470 hours. 

The difference between the three boiler options is 

relatively small. The heat pump is the best option for 

the long run, as it surpasses the other options after 

approximately 3,500 operating hours.

Surprisingly, given the assumptions for the 2050 CAPEX 

and efficiency, the heat pump surpasses the domestic 

and resistive boiler options also on the short run. 

This is mainly due to the assumption of a coefficient of 

performance of 5 for the heat pump. 

For each unit of electricity, a boiler generates one unit 

of heat; a heat pump five units as it also transforms low 

temperature ambient heat to a suitable temperature 

level for space heating. This lowers the levelized heat 

production cost of the heat pump.

We emphasize, however, that this is a price taker 

approach. When surplus options are used in significant 

capacity, they will increase electricity prices, making 

these options less viable (these options become price 

setter instead of price taker). The approach does not con-

sider the value of timing. The heating demand is mainly 

temperature-driven, while surplus renewable production 

is solar and wind-driven. 

Furthermore, overproduction of electricity and heating

demand will not always match. Long-term heat storage 

is then needed, and that changes the picture. We left 

this dimension out of the analysis in this paper.
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3.5  Options for hydrogen production

	The production scale of electrolysis and the required hydrogen output (liquefied,

 pressurized) are important parameters for the hydrogen production cost.

	Local production (small systems) lead to higher cost than central production because

 of economy of scale effects.

	Pressurization and liquefaction of hydrogen require additional investments and 

 electricity use. Presumably, this electricity is available at low cost, because of the use of 

 surplus electricity.

	At least 2,100 hours of electrolyser operation are needed for competitive hydrogen

 production cost.

This section compares different options to produce 

hydrogen from electricity. The levelized cost curves for 

four production options for hydrogen are summarized 

in figure 10. This figure includes reference cost levels for 

different applications of hydrogen. These cost levels are 

based on a carbon-taxed conventional fuel alternative 

(natural gas, diesel, gasoline, see table 1).

Figure 10 shows the levelized cost curves for hydrogen 

production from (surplus) electricity. Not surprisingly, 

pressurization and liquefaction add to the cost and 

diminish system efficiency, resulting in higher levelized 

cost of hydrogen production. However, transportation 

fuels allow for higher fuel cost making electrolysis still 

a possible option. Hydrogen feedstock production 

becomes viable after 2,100 operating hours and 

hydrogen production for heating after 4,800 operating 

hours. Therefore, hydrogen production with electrolysis 

can be a viable option for using surplus electricity, if 

the production has more than approximately 2,100 

operating hours. It shows that electrolysis from an 

investment perspective is not an option if only few hours 

with surplus electricity are available.

Figure 10 - Results of the levelized costs calculations for hydrogen options in 2050 compared to reference costs of alternatives29
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3.6  The investment merit order for surplus options

	The previous sections showed that options for using surplus electricity differ in

 feasibility, depending on the number of operating hours.

	After curtailment, electricity-to-heat options require the least operating hours to become

 feasible; electrolysis requires the most.

	The data presented in these sections suggest an investment merit order for using 

 surplus electricity. 

	This merit order shows that hydrogen production is not the first investment option for

 using surplus electricity but one of more possible options. 

	This merit order is based on a levelized cost analysis and shows the order in which to

 invest in surplus options, not the order in which they will be dispatched, once built.

Based on an assumed 2050 electricity price duration 

curve, different options regarding hydrogen become 

viable for different operating hours. Up to approximately 

170 operating hours, curtailment is the viable option; 

after 170 operating hours, heat production becomes 

viable, compared to heat production from a conventional 

natural gas boiler. After approximately 850 operating 

hours, battery storage shows lower levelized production 

cost than the reference price for peak electricity, making 

this a viable option; and after approximately 2,100 hours, 

electrolysis becomes viable. This suggests that there is an 

investment merit order for surplus options, as well. 

The investment merit order is illustrated figure 11, which 

assumes a price taker approach and operation only 

during hours of surplus generation. The exact number 

of operating hours depends on the price duration curve 

and the net present value per option. 

Furthermore, the hydrogen option will last longer than 

only for zero-priced hours. If the marginal cost of 

producing hydrogen is lower than the reference price 

(even with positive electricity prices), hydrogen 

production is still viable. This will change the load 

duration curve as it will increase the demand. 

This merit order is based on a levelized cost analysis and 

relates to the question in which surplus option to invest 

first given a forecasted generation profile for surplus 

electricity. The operational merit order is different. 

An operational merit order is based on marginal cost 

and shows the order in which surplus options should be 

dispatched, once built. The operational merit order will 

be roughly in reversed order, though this is not a topic of 

this paper.
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Figure 12 - Price setter effect for large scale electrolysis; electrolyser capacity in % of total power generation capacity29
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3.7  The impact of additional electricity demand:  
  electrolysis as price setter

	Until now, it was assumed that surplus options are a price taker, meaning that the

 production volume is so low that it does not impact the electricity price they have to pay.

	If the required electricity volume for electrolysis is significant compared to the total

 market volume, electricity prices will increase; electrolysis will become a price setter.

	This has a negative impact on the hydrogen production cost.

	In scenarios with a high hydrogen uptake, this effect cannot be neglected.

In section 2.4, table 1 presents an estimate of the 

required electrolyser capacity to produce hydrogen 

outside the electricity value chain. Based on 3,000 

equivalent full load operating hours per year, the 

required capacity estimate is approximately 370 GW 

for Europe. This is significant compared to the total 

generating capacity. Electrolysis will, therefore, start to 

influence electricity prices and becomes a price setter. 

More advanced market models are needed to model 

this effect.

We illustrate the price setter effect based on a basic 

market model30. We use this market model to calculate 

the electricity price and the levelized cost of hydrogen 

production for different electrolyser capacities in an 

isolated region with a high percentage of renewables. 

The price duration curve without electrolysis is 

comparable to the one used throughout this paper, 

but less smoothed.

The results are shown in figure 12. It shows the familiar 

graph of operating hours versus levelized cost for 

different electrolyser capacities (expressed as a 

percentage of the total power generating capacity). 

The graph shows that the larger the capacity of the 

electrolyser, the sooner it will require more than the 

available surplus renewable electricity. At this point, 

dispatchable generation will kick in, raising the electricity 

prices above zero. This results in higher levelized 

hydrogen production cost.

The effect of electrolysis on the electricity market price 

is significant. If we add electrolyser capacity equal to 5% 

of the total electricity generating capacity, hydrogen cost 

remains above the reference price for use as heating 

fuel. For a 20% share of electrolyser capacity, hydrogen 

remains more expensive than the feedstock reference. 

This analysis shows that the effect of electrolysis on the 

electricity price cannot be neglected. In a scenario with 

significant hydrogen uptake and significant production 

of hydrogen from electrolysis, the production cost of 

hydrogen may become too high to use it as a heating 

fuel of for industrial feedstock, diminishing the market 

potential for electrolysis. This suggests that hydrogen 

production from electrolysis must be optimized both on 

number of operating hours and production capacity in 

relation to the hydrogen demand.
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4 - HYDROGEN 

TRANSPORTATION 

AND STORAGE
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4.1  The need for transportation and storage

	One of the prime properties of hydrogen is that it can be stored over a long period

 of time without significant losses.

	Within the electricity value chain, the value of hydrogen storage is evident: hydrogen

 production during surplus hours (low prices), hydrogen conversion to electricity during

 peak hours (high prices).

	It is not always possible to generate and store hydrogen onsite. High-volume storage 

 in, e.g., salt caverns requires specific geological formations, emphasizing the need for

 transportation from and to the storage facility.
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a long period of time in large volumes. In a previous 

section, we discussed pressurized storage and liquefied 

storage. Especially pressurized storage in salt caverns 

or depleted gas fields, combines large storage volumes 

with low losses. 

Within the electricity value chain, the need for storage 

is evident. Conversion of electricity to and from 

hydrogen incurs significant energy losses and these must 

be compensated by a difference in electricity price or 

value during both conversion steps. Typically, hydrogen 

is produced from low-priced electricity during hours of 

surplus of renewable generation. It is converted back to 

electricity during hours with high demand and/or low 

renewable generation.

The storage cycle for hydrogen within the electricity 

value chain ranges typically from weeks to seasons, and 

possibly even years. As we concluded in section 3.7, 

there are other surplus renewable power options that 

become viable before hydrogen production. One is 

battery storage. Batteries are typically suited for short-

cycle storage (up to a few days) and are expected to 

ne of the main properties of hydrogen is that 

it can be stored without significant losses over 

O be a more viable option than short-cycle hydrogen 

storage, primarily because of the high cycle efficiency 

and simplicity of battery systems. Hydrogen storage is 

more suitable for long-cycle storage. Hydrogen will 

typically be used for peak electricity generation 

during time periods with high demand, combined with 

low renewable generation. In these periods, electricity 

prices will presumably be high enough to compensate 

for conversion cost and conversion losses.

The need for hydrogen transportation depends on the 

availability of storage sites. The potential for large scale 

underground storage is limited to certain geographical 

formations. Unless both facilities for the conversion of 

electricity to hydrogen and the conversion of hydrogen

to electricity are located at the storage facility site, 

hydrogen transportation is necessary. Many more aspects 

are important, e.g., the availability of a connection to the 

electricity grid and the optimization between electricity 

transport and hydrogen transport. These aspects go 

beyond the scope of this paper. We determine that for 

use of hydrogen in the electricity value chain, both 

long-term hydrogen storage and hydrogen 

transportation are necessary. Storage options include 

pressure vessel storage and subsurface storage.
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4.2  Hydrogen cost including transportation and storage

	Hydrogen transportation and storage add to the hydrogen cost.

	For use in the electricity value chain, transportation and storage cost add 22-36% to the

 hydrogen production cost (including pressurization and liquefaction)

Figure 13 shows a breakdown of the cost of storage and 

distribution of hydrogen, added to the cost of production 

and pressurization or liquefaction. This figure is based 

on technical data from Appendix A. It shows that total 

hydrogen cost is mainly determined by the type of 

storage (liquefied, pressurized). Transportation and 

storage cost add 22-36% to the hydrogen production 

cost (including pressurization and liquefaction).

The cost of subsurface storage are almost equal for salt 

caverns, aquifers and depleted gas fields. The difference 

in storage CAPEX are offset by the number of storage 

cycles typical for each storage option.

Cryogenic storage is a viable option only if sufficient 

cycles are made (on, e.g., more than a weekly basis).

 

Figure 13 - Cost break-down of hydrogen production, storage, and distribution29
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5 - CONVERSION OF 

HYDROGEN TO ELECTRICITY
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5.1  Electricity generation from hydrogen

	Conventional technologies (internal combustion engine, simple-cycle gas turbine)

 can be fueled with hydrogen to generate peak electricity.

	For the internal combustion engine, this is demonstrated, but it still suffers from

 technological challenges. We see it as a possible short-term solution only.

	The simple-cycle gas turbine requires mainly modification of the burner section and this

 is technologically less challenging. We consider it a proven and viable option.

	Electrochemical conversion of hydrogen in a fuel cell is a promising technology, we

 expect significant cost reduction towards 2050 because of learning effects and the

 expected generation characteristics (start-up time, ramp rate) comply with peak power

 generation.
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Basic conventional natural gas-based generating 

technologies are the internal combustion gas engine and 

the gas turbine. Both can be used to convert hydrogen. 

A promising alternative is electrochemical conversion in 

a fuel cell (see figure 14).

The natural gas-fired internal combustion engine is used 

for mobility applications (light vehicles, busses) and for 

combined heat and power generation up to the 

MW-range (in greenhouse cultivation, for example). 

ydrogen can be used as a conventional 

fuel like natural gas to generate electricity.  

H BMW demonstrated the technical feasibility of a 

hydrogen-fueled internal combustion engine several 

years ago33, although the characteristics of hydrogen 

(low volumetric energy density and high flammability) 

required modifications to the engine and stable 

operation proved to be difficult. NO
x
-emissions are also 

an issue, and we see the internal combustion engine only 

as a possible short-term option.

Figure 14 - Basic technologies for converting hydrogen into electricity32
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Another option to convert hydrogen to electricity is with 

a conventional simple-cycle natural gas turbine. Its typical 

size is in the multi-megawatt range. It consists basically of 

an air compressor, a combustion chamber, an expansion 

turbine, and a generator connected to a joint rotating 

shaft. Basically, the combustor chamber is the only part 

that needs major redesign34 although other technical 

issues (based on, e.g., the high flame temperature and 

combustion speed of hydrogen) cannot be neglected. 

Since hydrogen combustion is a proven technology, this 

will not pose a fundamental hurdle for development of a 

hydrogen fueled gas turbine towards 2050.

Combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) technology uses the 

exhaust heat of a simple-cycle turbine to generate steam, 

which in turn is used to drive a steam generator for 

additional electricity. CCGTs are typically mid load units 

because of their operating characteristics and additional 

investment in a steam cycle. In this paper, we include 

CCGT-technology for reference.

Fuel cells is another technology altogether, whereby 

one converts hydrogen electrochemically into 

electricity. The process is a reversed electrolysis; and 

therefore, electrolyser technology and fuel cell 

technology have many similarities. The most promising 

technology is currently the proton exchange membrane 

fuel cell (PEMFC), with an operating temperature of 

60-90°C. The polymer membrane is gastight and able 

to conduct hydrogen ions when sufficiently moisturized. 

Figure 14 shows the basic construction of a single cell 

with a typical voltage of 1 V. Cells are stacked to obtain 

higher voltage levels. A commercial stack size is typically 

around 200 kW. Multiple stacks can be combined into a 

MW-range power unit. Fuel cells generate direct current 

and need an inverter to convert it to alternating current 

suitable for the pubic electricity grid. They promise highly 

efficient, emission-free power generation, fast start-up 

and shut-down and good part-load efficiency. Technically, 

we consider it as a suitable peak-load technology. 

Economically, we expect significant cost reduction 

towards 2050 due to learning effects.

For this paper, we estimated the cost and performance of 

hydrogen-to-electricity conversion. Gas turbine and gas 

engine cost and performance are based on natural 

gas-fired units, assuming a 10% lower efficiency and 

10-20% mark-up on investments for modification to 

hydrogen combustion. Fuel cell system characteristics are 

based on literature35.

Internal combustion engine

Gas turbine

Combined cycle

PEM Fuel cell system

740
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800

500

30%

27%

60%

51%36

4%

3%
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e
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25
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Table 3 - Characteristics of hydrogen to electricity conversion in 2050
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5.2  Peak power generation

	Hydrogen is well suited for CO
2
-free peak electricity generation. Fuel cost of peak

 capacity can be high because electricity prices are expected to be high also in a

 shortage situation, allowing for competition with other, high-value hydrogen use.

	From a levelized cost perspective, based on carbon-taxed fossil fuels, the oil-fired diesel

 engine and the natural gas-fired simple-cycle gas turbine are the best options below

 approximately 380 operating hours.

	After approximately 380 operating hours, the fuel cell is the most economical viable  

 option.

The other side of oversupply in a system with a large 

percentage of renewables is production capacity 

shortfall. During hours with high loads and limited 

renewable generation, there is need for dispatchable 

generating capacity. Some part of this capacity will not 

run for many hours and must recover its capital cost 

during this short time. As such, it requires electricity 

prices well above the marginal production cost. 

Because there is scarcity in the market during these 

high-load hours, (remaining) consumers are willing to 

pay these high prices, as demand that is not willing to 

pay these prices will be shedded.

Peak capacity is ideally low CAPEX capacity because 

CAPEX must be recovered during a short operating 

period per year. Typically, peak capacity also has 

relatively high operating cost, predominately 

consisting of fuel costs, and thus will be dispatched 

only after capacity with lower operating cost. Peak 

capacity must be able to start and stop quickly without 

much preparation time, although this partly depends on 

the quality of the generation forecast. Efficiency and fuel 

cost are less important, as these marginal costs typically 

will be recovered by asking a high electricity price for 

these peaks.

Thus, the marginal production cost of electricity 

determines the merit order for peak units. Those costs 

are in turn mainly determined by fuel cost and the unit’s 

efficiency and form the basis for electricity market prices. 

In this paper, we focus on the integral cost of 

producing electricity (levelized cost of electricity), which 

is also determined by the necessary investments, and the 

expected annual running hours.

A conventional alternative we consider for peak power 

generation are diesel engines6. It might be capacity that 

is used only once every few years. Therefore, low CAPEX 

is essential. Price levels used in this paper for diesel 

engines are based on small, dispersed units (retail prices 

excluding VAT).

Hydrogen can be used in conventional units (replacing 

natural gas) and in fuel cells. Appendix A summarizes 

the technical data we used for the levelized electricity 

cost calculations for 2050. The fuel costs are based on 

estimated untaxed retail prices for diesel engines 

(including carbon cost), wholesale prices for natural 

gas (including carbon cost and a 10% mark-up for 

transportation37) and average hydrogen prices including 

transportation and storage based on subsurface storage 

(figure 13).
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Figure 15 summarizes the results of the levelized 

electricity cost estimates for (peak) electricity generation 

in 2050.

Figure 15 shows that for the first approximately 250 

hours, the diesel generator has the lowest levelized 

cost, making it the preferred option for new-build peak 

generation that is expected to operate for less than 250 

hours per year. 

For facilities operating for 250-380 hours per year, the 

natural gas fuelled simple-cycle gas turbines become 

the best option since the higher CAPEX is now offset by 

lower fuel cost and operational cost. For units expected 

to run more than 380 equivalent operating hours per 

year, the fuel cell becomes the apparent most 

economical option. After 800 hours, the combined cycle 

gas turbine (CCGT) has the lowest levelized production 

cost38.

Levelized cost of electricity production for peak generation options (2050 estimates)

Figure 15 - results of the levelized cost calculations for peak capacity (year 2050 estimate)29
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This analysis illustrates that fossil fuelled units may, in 

2050, still be the best economical option for peak 

capacity with a low number of running hours (below 

approximately 380 hours). We assume that the carbon 

price is the correct proxy for the way we charge carbon 

emissions in 2050. If, for instance, a zero-emission policy 

is in force, fossil fuels are not an option. In that case, the 

hydrogen-fuelled gas turbine will be the first option to 

be used. After that, the hydrogen fuel cell is the most 

economical option. When fossil fuels are not an option, 

it also means that the non-fossil options will need to 

provide the peak electricity, leading to higher system 

costs and, depending on how these costs are covered, 

possibly higher peak electricity prices. 

The uptake of hydrogen for electricity production is, 

according to DNV GL’s Energy Transition Outlook6, 

slow up to 2050. The highest uptake is forecasted in 

the OECD-Pacific, especially Japan. There, hydrogen 

will cover 3.4% of the electricity production. Based on 

the estimated load duration curve for Europe and the 

fuel cell operating window in figure 15, electricity 

produced from hydrogen is 2.4% of the total generated 

electricity. This equals to 2,600 kton of hydrogen use. 

This is the same order of magnitude as other uses 

summarized in table 1. It would require 42 GW of 

electrolyser capacity to produce this hydrogen. 

It suggests that peak electricity generation could be an 

additional market for hydrogen use, besides mobility, 

heating and feedstock.
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6 - INSIGHTS GAINED

	Based on learning curves and quantitative time domain analysis of the power system in 2050, 

 the role of hydrogen is compared with alternatives. We expect hydrogen to play a significant 

 role in the future European energy system, both inside and outside the electricity value chain.

	Hydrogen production is not the first option to be built for using surplus renewable electricity 

 because of competitive options (for instance battery storage and power-to-heat).

	Hydrogen production from surplus electricity can compete with natural gas-based hydrogen 

 production. When produced in large quantities from electricity, electrolysis may become 

 electricity price setting in the 2050’s.

	When it comes to hydrogen storage, subsurface hydrogen storage seems the most viable 

 option for long-term, high-volume storage.

The main topic addressed in this paper is the role of hydrogen in the future electricity value chain. To address this topic, 

we made a distinction between hydrogen production, using surplus electricity generation from renewables; and peak 

electricity generation, using hydrogen as a fuel. We made this distinction based on the underlying belief that the role of 

hydrogen in the electricity system will be closely connected to the energy transition and the increasing penetration of 

VRES.
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Hydrogen production is often presented as the default option for using surplus electricity from renewable generation. 

However, in this paper we show that there is an investment merit order for coping with surplus electricity. Some 

options are economically more viable than others, depending on the number of operating hours that can be realized. 

The first option for managing surplus VRES generation is curtailing it. It sounds counterintuitive, wasting potential 

renewable energy. But for just few operating hours per year, other options are not feasible as they cannot recover their 

investments. Then, respectively (auxiliary) heat production (temporarily replacing gas) and battery storage (selling the 

electricity later for a higher price) follow. Only then, hydrogen production becomes an economically viable option. 

Our analysis shows that in 2050, hydrogen production from surplus electricity needs at least 2,100 operating hours to 

become feasible.

Based on the modelling and competitive analysis, our insights can be summarized as follows:

2 Production of hydrogen from surplus electricity can compete with natural gas-based hydrogen production

1 Hydrogen is not the first investment option for using surplus renewable electricity

Producing hydrogen from surplus electricity (assuming 3,000 or more operating hours) is likely to become an 

economically feasible option before 2035 compared to hydrogen production from carbon-taxed natural gas. 

Large-scale hydrogen production cost of approximately 1 EUR/kg (delivered at 60 bar electrolyser pressure) seems 

feasible. Learning effects and economy-of-scale effects for electrolysis are important determining factors. The cost of 

pressurising or liquefaction of hydrogen may add significantly to the production cost. The need for this depends on 

the way hydrogen is transported, stored and used.

3 Production of hydrogen from electricity may become price setting in the 2050s

In 2050, hydrogen use will be significant, e.g., for industrial feed stock, domestic and industrial heating and 

transportation. If this hydrogen is to be produced with electrolysis, we must be aware that the required electricity 

volume is large enough to affect the wholesale price of electricity. Electrolysis will become a price setter instead of 

a price taker. This will increase the production cost of hydrogen. Also, standard electricity price projections may not 

suffice any more, even more because the availability of hydrogen for peak electricity generation will change electricity 

peak prices as well.
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5 Hydrogen for peak electricity generation must compete with other high-value applications like transportation

6 Subsurface hydrogen storage seems the most viable option for long-term, high-volume storage

7 Peak electricity generation with hydrogen could provide a viable additional hydrogen market

Different uses of hydrogen allow for different price levels. Use for transportation and industrial feed-stock allow for 

higher price levels than use for peak electricity generation or heating. There will be a balance between the urge to 

decarbonize certain sectors and the price we are willing to pay for it. If, for instance, a volatile wholesale market for 

hydrogen develops towards 2050 and use of hydrogen as a transportation fuel is price setting, other uses will have 

to pay this same price. The way hydrogen markets and hydrogen price setting mechanisms develop towards 2050 is 

of main importance.

Subsurface hydrogen storage using salt caverns or depleted gas fields is the most cost-effective high-volume, 

long-term storage option. The availability of suitable sites depends on geographical conditions. The actual storage 

cost depends heavily on the annual number of storage cycles, as the investments and fixed operational cost are 

levelized over the gas volume cycled through the storage.

The uptake of hydrogen for electricity generation is expected to be low until 2050. Even then it could provide a 

hydrogen market that is comparable to other markets (transportation, heating, feedstock).

4 Hydrogen is an economically viable fuel for peak electricity generation with fuel cells

Hydrogen can be used to supply carbon-free fuel for peak electricity generation. Based on integral cost calculations, 

diesel engines provide the most economical power generation capacity, despite high carbon costs, when this 

capacity is used less than 250 hours per year. For peak capacity that has a higher utilization, power generation by 

converting hydrogen in PEM fuel-cells will be able to compete with carbon-taxed natural gas, assuming significant 

cost reductions for PEM cells due to learning effects and large-scale hydrogen storage.
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Fuel properties and prices
Throughout this paper, we used various fuel properties. These are summarized in table 4. The composition of natural 

gas differs per gas field and per market. We assumed a typical composition of 91% methane, 5% ethane, 2% propane, 

1% nitrogen and 1% carbon dioxide. The LPG composition differs per country and may be different for a summer and 

winter situation. We assumed a composition of 50% propane and 50% butane for this table. We use higher heating 

values and higher-heating-value based efficiencies consistently in this paper. Figure 16 visualises the specific energy 

and the energy density data from table 4.

Hydrogen

Natural gas

Hydrogen

Natural gas

Hydrogen

Natural gas

Crude oil

Gasoline

Diesel

LPG 

Methanol

Ethanol

Atmospheric

Atmospheric

Pressurized (700 bar)

Pressurized (250 bar)

Liquid (21 K)

Liquid (111 K)

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

0.09

0.79

40

215

71

450

847

745

847

495

794

789

141.80 

52.68

141.80

52.68

141.80

52.68

45.54

46.54

45.58

49.82

23.84

30.95

[MJ/kg]

FUEL

0.013

0.042

5.672

11.325

10.047

23.704

38.560

34.655

38.599

24.663

18.934

24.433

0.011

0.038

4.80

10.23

8.500

21.411

36.141

32.356

36.090

22.745

15.753

22.171

119.97

47.58

119.97

47.58

119.97

47.58

42.69

43.45

42.61

45.95

21.10

28.09

0.00

50.96

0.00

50.96

0.00

50.96

68.70

67.22

69.47

60.49

57.60

61.72

0.00

56.42

0.00

56.42

0.00

56.42

73.30

72.00

74.30

65.59

65.11

68.02

[MJ/l] [MJ/kg] [MJ/l] [kg/GJ HHV] [kg/GJ LHV][kg/m3]

HIGHER HEATING 
VALUE (HHV)

LOWER HEATING 
VALUE (LHV)

CO
2
-EMISSION

PHYSICAL STATE
DENSITY

Table 4 - Summary of fuel properties39, 40, 41, 42

APPENDIX A 

TECHNICAL DATA

Figure 16 - Energy properties of various fuels compared to hydrogen (data from table 4)
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Fuel prices are based on historic data and a trend development in line with DNV GL’s Energy Transition Outlook 

(ETO). The ETO assumes a slightly decreasing trend in fuel cost developments. The 2017 data are based on the 

historic average of the last 5-15 years. Crude oil prices are wholesale prices (Brent crude), natural gas prices 

(EU TTF) include a 25% mark-up for transportation and distribution, motor fuel prices are average European retail 

prices excluding taxes (excise duties and VAT) and based on the European mix of diesel, gasoline and LPG over the 

last 13 years. Prices curves include a variant with carbon cost where carbon emissions are values against the carbon 

price following our Energy Transition Outlook trend (increasing from 6 EUR/ton in 2016 to 54 EUR/ton in 2050). 

The fuel price including carbon cost serves as reference in this paper for hydrogen-based options. Figure 17 

summarizes the price curves based on these assumptions.

Figure 17 - Fuel price development assumptions
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Figure 18 Shows the untaxed fuel prices for the three most common mobility fuels and the Brent crude oil market 

price. This graph shows that untaxed retail fuel prices are almost equal when based on an energy unit. Secondly, 

it shows a consistent difference of 5-6 EUR/GJ between the crude oil price and the retail price. This difference consists 

of refinery cost, transportation and distribution cost and tank station cost (including profit margins). This consistent 

difference is used to estimate the retail motor fuel price development from the crude oil price development in 

figure 17.

Levelized cost calculations
Levelized cost calculations are used to compare conversion technologies on an equal basis. Conversion technologies 

generally differ in capital cost, operating cost, fuel cost, life time, efficiency etc. To compare these technologies on 

an equal basis, production cost (e.g., for 1 kg of hydrogen) are calculated based on a yearly basis assuming a fixed 

number of operating hours per year. Capital cost (CAPEX) are levelized using a standard discounting method. 

The CAPEX is divided into equal amounts of yearly payments that will pay for the CAPEX over the lifetime of the unit, 

considering the impact of interest.

We use these calculations both on the surplus side, e.g., to calculate the cost of producing hydrogen from electricity, 

and on the shortage side, e.g., to calculate the cost of producing electricity from hydrogen. We provide an example 

for electrolysis.

Assume a system of 1 kW
e
 electrical power, with:

C  capital cost (investment) of the unit in EUR/kW
e

f  fixed cost in % of the initial investment per year

V  variable cost in EUR/MWh excluding electricity

ƞ  efficiency

H  equivalent full load operating hours per year

L  lifetime of the unit in years

r  interest rate

P
e
  the average yearly electricity price

D(r, L, C) the discounted CAPEX in EUR/kW
e
/year, depending on r, L and C

We can calculate on a per kW
e
-base:

	 variable cost in EUR/year  (Pe + V).H/1000

	 fixed cost in EUR/year   D(r,  L, C) + f.C

	 produced hydrogen in MWh/year ƞ.H/1000

The levelized cost in EUR/MWh of producing hydrogen are:

    variable cost + fixed cost      Pe + V + 1000.(D(r, L, C) + f.C)/H 
=

produced hydrogen                                        ƞ

For peak power generation, for instance, this equation is slightly different, because unit power and variable cost are 

output-based (per kWe and MWh output) and not input-based as with electrolysis. The levelized cost for producing 

electricity in EUR/MWh from a fuel with average yearly price P
f
 (in EUR/MWh) is:

Pf/ƞ + V + 1000.(D(r, L, C) + f.C)/H
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Reference technology for heat production
The reference technology for heat production is a natural gas-fired boiler. The heat generation efficiency may differ 

for hot water production, space heating production, or industrial heat production. We neglect this difference and 

assume a single HHV-based efficiency of 90% based on an average of 5,000 operating hours. Table 5 summarises the 

levelized cost calculations for the reference cost of heat production based on the fuel cost assumptions made earlier 

in this appendix. We assume no learning effects.

UNIT

[-]

YEAR

2050

PROPERTY

[-] 2017

Heat production

Standard NG boiler CAPEX

Standard NG boiler lifetime

Standard NG boiler fixed OPEX

Standard NG boiler variable OPEX

Standard NG boiler efficiency

Standard NG boiler operation

Natural gas consumption

CO
2
 emission

Fuel cost ex. carbon cost

Carbon cost

Variable OPEX

Fixed OPEX

Levelized CAPEX

[EUR/GJ]

[EUR/kWth]

[year]

[% inv.]

[EUR/GJ]

[% HHV]

[hour]

[GJ/year]

[ton/year]

[EUR/GJ]

[EUR/GJ]

[EUR/GJ]

[EUR/GJ]

[EUR/GJ]

7.93

90

15

2.0%

0.00

90%

5,000

20.00

1.02

7.00

0.35

0.00

0.10

0.48

10.24

90

15

2.0%

0.00

90%

5,000

20.00

1.02

6.59

3.06

0.00

0.10

0.48

Table 5 - Reference cost of heat production based on natural gas

Please note that the levelized cost of heat production is mainly determined by the natural gas cost and the carbon 

cost. The contribution of CAPEX and OPEX to the levelized cost is small (less than 6%).

Reference technology for hydrogen production
The reference technology for hydrogen production is reforming of natural gas (NG) with steam (SMR). The hydrocar-

bons in natural gas react with steam to form hydrogen and carbon dioxide. This technology is mature and has been 

used on an industrial scale for decades, so we do not assume any learning effects. Table 6 summarizes the levelized 

cost calculations.
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UNIT

[-]

YEAR

2050

PROPERTY

[-] 2017

Hydrogen production

Hydrogen production

Standard reformer CAPEX

Standard NG reformer lifetime

Standard NG reformer fixed OPEX

Standard NG reformer variable OPEX

Standard NG reformer efficiency

Standard NG reformer operation

Natural gas consumption

CO
2
 emission

Fuel cost ex. carbon cost

Carbon cost

Variable OPEX

Fixed OPEX

Levelized CAPEX

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/GJ]

[EUR/(kg/h)]

[year]

[% inv.]

[EUR/kg]

[% HHV]

[hour]

[GJ/year]

[ton/year]

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/kg]

1.70

11.96

30,000

25

3.4%

0.00

72%

8,000

1.576

80.30

1.24

0.06

0.00

0.13

0.27

2.11

14.85

30,000

25

3.4%

0.00

72%

8,000

1.576

80.30

1.17

0.54

0.00

0.13

0.27

Table 6 - Reference cost of hydrogen production based on natural gas43

Electrolysis
Electrolysis is the direct splitting of water into hydrogen and oxygen by using an electric current. Two electrodes 

(anode and cathode) are separated by a semi-conductive gas-tight membrane or separator. The separator/membrane 

is conductive for ions (H+, OH-, O2-) but not for electric current. For electrolysis, mainly three types of conductive 

systems are used or being developed (figure 19). Membrane conductivity is based on:

1.  hydroxyl-ions (OH-) in an alkaline solution

2.  protons (H+) in a proton-conducting polymer membrane

3.  oxygen-ions (O2-) in a ceramic membrane

Alkaline electrolysis is state-of-the-art, proven technology. The proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolyser is an 

emerging technology with units available on commercial basis and is expected to be the prime choice after 203044. 

The solid oxide electrolyser is a high-temperature (1000°C) technology using the oxygen-ion conductivity of certain 

ceramic materials at this temperature. It is a promising, but also difficult, technology and we do not consider it further 

in this paper.
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Figure 19 - Principle set-up of electrolysis32

Main electrolysis system components are the electrolysis cells/stacks, the rectifiers to produce direct current and gas 

and water pre- and post-treatment. We expect two cost reduction elements for electrolysis:

 

  learning effects for the electrolysis cells/stacks, especially for the proton exchange membrane

	economy of scale effects for the balance-of-plant (gas and water pre- and post-treatment, rectifiers)

Cost estimates for current and future electrolysis technologies differ significantly. Figure 20 summarizes the results 

from a short review of recent publications. The spread in system cost estimates is evident. This partly depends on the 

system size, inclusion of stack replacement cost, inclusion of siting cost, etc. If system size was mentioned, it varies 

between 1 and 20 MW. From this figure, we estimated a learning curve that we used to extrapolate costs to 2050.
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We based our estimate of (future) electrolyser cost mainly on the FCH-report45 as it is a recent and comprehensive 

study with input from a wide range of recognized industrial and energy companies. Based on these estimates we 

calculated the levelized cost of hydrogen production from electrolysis. We used a reference system of 20 MW—for 

2016 based on alkaline technology, for 2050 based on PEM technology. The results are summarized in table 7.

UNIT

[-]

YEAR

2050

PROPERTY

[-] 2017

Hydrogen production (electrolyser)

Hydrogen production (electrolyser)

Standard electrolyser CAPEX

Standard electrolyser lifetime

Standard electrolyser fixed OPEX

Standard electrolyser variable OPEX

Standard electrolyser efficiency

Standard electrolyser operation

Electricity consumption

CO
2
 emission

Electricity cost

Carbon cost

Variable OPEX

Fixed OPEX

Levelized CAPEX

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/GJ]

[EUR/kW]

[year]

[% inv.]

[EUR/MWh]

[% HHV]

[hour]

[MWh/year]

[ton/year]

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/kg]

[EUR/kg]

2.25

15.88

1,234

20

2.1%

0.00

77%

8,000

8.00

0.00

1.46

0.00

0.00

0.16

0.63

1.30

9.20

767

20

2.5%

0.00

81%

3,000

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.31

0.99

Table 7 - Reference cost of hydrogen production based on electricity

Table 7 assumes that in 2016 renewable electricity is available against a price level equal to the average Norwegian 

wholesale price over the last 5 years (28.64 EUR/MWh). In 2050 it assumes the availability of zero-priced renewable 

electricity but only for 3,000 hours per year.
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Pressurization and liquefaction of hydrogen
Hydrogen under atmospheric conditions has a low energy density. To gain a reasonable energy density, hydrogen 

is either compressed (250 bar is assumed viable for subsurface storage, 700 bar is currently accepted as standard 

for mobile applications) or liquefied. Both processes take considerable energy (20-40% of the energy content of 

the hydrogen). 

Although the energy requirement for compression and liquefaction is significant, we must realise that these are 

electrical processes. In a future with possible abundant renewable electricity from solar and wind generation, they 

might use cheap electricity. So, we must measure the cost of processing hydrogen (compression, liquefaction) 

against the cost of electricity to process it and not against the cost of hydrogen lost based on energy content. 

We will illustrate this based on an example for an electrolyser to determine the effective system efficiency including 

post-processing (compression, liquefaction).

Figure 21 - System approach of electrolysis combined with compression/liquefaction of hydrogen32
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Figure 22 - System efficiency for conversion of electricity to hydrogen (year 2050 estimate)23
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Figure 21 shows a schematic of a simple system with an electrolyser and post-processing to compress or liquefy the 

hydrogen. We assume a 20 MW PEM electrolyser with estimated performance and cost data for 2050. It generates 

400 kg/hour of hydrogen at a pressure of approximately 60 bar.

The system efficiency (electricity to hydrogen) and the system specific cost (per kW electric capacity) can be 

calculated, based on the schematics in figure 21. The results are summarized in figure 22. This figure shows that 

compression to 250 bar leads to a 2% loss of system efficiency, compression to 700 bar to 3% loss and liquefaction 

to 16%. This is still significant but less than a system efficiency based on an estimated loss of 20-40% of the energy 

content of hydrogen. It comes at a cost, however. The specific investment costs more than double for a system to 

liquefy hydrogen. This is due partly to the high cost for a relatively small-sized liquefaction plant. How this affects the 

levelized cost of electricity production depends mainly on the equivalent full load production hours for a system.

Storage of hydrogen
Table 8 summarises estimates for typical values for some properties of hydrogen storage (excluding compression 

or liquefaction). It suggests that compressed storage in pressure vessels is typically short-term storage, because 

of the high CAPEX and low volumes. It requires many load-unload cycles to recover the CAPEX. Compressed 

underground storage is typically for the long term—the high volumes and low specific investment costs mean fewer 

load-unload cycles. Liquefied storage lies in between these two options.

The data in table 8 are excluding energy use and cost of compression or liquefaction. The CAPEX is based on the 

storage capacity in GJ and includes the impact of cushion gas for subsurface storage. The OPEX data is based on 

the amount of stored gas. The effect of multiple cycles per year is, therefore, included in the yearly OPEX.

Compressed pressure vessel

Compressed salt cavern

Compressed aquifer

Compressed depleted gas field

Liquefied (cryogenic vessel)

700 bar

250 bar

250 bar
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1 bar, -253°C
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180
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0.5% (roundtrip)

0.5% (roundtrip)

0.4% per day

0.00

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.00

365

9 (6-12)

6 (3-6)

2

52

STORAGE
CONDITIONS

CYCLES
PER YEAR

OPEX
(EUR/GJ/yr)

CAPEX
(EUR/GJ)

HYDROGEN 
LOSS (%)

TYPICAL 
CAPACITY

Table 8 - Typical hydrogen storage properties7, 18, 48, 49, 50

Transportation of hydrogen
Options for transportation of hydrogen are aligned with options for hydrogen storage:

  liquefied (truck/trailer)

  pressurized (truck/trailer)

  pressurized (pipeline)

Boil-off losses and transfer losses are one of the challenges of handling liquid hydrogen. A recent US study estimates 

a hydrogen loss of 25% in the whole service chain from production to dispensing to hydrogen fueled vehicles51. 

The total costs for a liquid hydrogen fuelling station (320 kg/day) based on this study are shown in figure 23. It also 

shows the distribution costs (by truck) account for the smallest contribution when looking at the total hydrogen cost.

Liquefied transportation cost, based on the US study, are roughly 40% CAPEX-based and 60% OPEX-based. We use 

this numbers to calculate the OPEX and CAPEX for pressurized transportation on an equal basis (320 kg/hour). 

The results are summarized in figure 24. Liquid transportation both requires less CAPEX and less OPEX because both 

the specific investment in a hydrogen trailer is lowest and the capacity is largest.
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Figure 23 - Liquid hydrogen fuelling station service chain cost estimate51
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Figure 24 - Hydrogen trailer capacity and transportation cost51
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Figure 25 - Cost estimate of pipeline hydrogen transportation23
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Transportation cost by pipeline can be optimised based om pipeline dimensions and associated capacity and 

pressure drop and the cost for compression. Optimisation is beyond the scope of this paper, but an indication is 

given based on data summarised in table 9. Additional assumption is a 20% lower cost for onshore pipelines 

compared to offshore and a pressure drop of approximately 20 bar for each option. The electricity cost is based on 

the average Norwegian wholesale price over the last 5 years (28.6 EUR/MWh) as a proxy for future average electricity 

prices with a high renewable penetration. These data result in cost per transported kg of hydrogen as shown in 

figure 25.  

 

Figure 25 illustrates that additional cost for transportation by pipeline vary roughly between 0.10 EUR/kg and 

0.30 EUR/kg. Most influential parameter is the pipeline length.
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Table 9 - Summary of data used to calculate hydrogen pipeline transportation cost (pipeline data)7, 45

Table 10 - Summary of data used to calculate hydrogen pipeline transportation cost (compressor data)7, 45
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Surplus merit order data
As we have noted, on the surplus side of the electricity system, non-dispatchable renewables (e.g., solar and wind) 

potentially generate more electricity than the total demand. This surplus can be curtailed or can be used more 

efficiently. There are several options for using surplus electricity, summarized in table 11.
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Table 11 - Overview of cost and efficiency data for hydrogen production and conversion52

Shortage merit order data
On the shortage side (high demand and/or low renewable production), several options are available to supply peak 

electricity. The options considered in this whitepaper are summarised in table 12. These are mostly low-CAPEX units 

with fast start and stop capabilities (although this has yet to be proven for the fuel cell). The diesel engine option 

assumes cheap, small units that are decentralised. They run on diesel fuel against retail fuel costs excluding taxes. 

Fuel costs include carbon, while hydrogen costs are based on the electrolysis for zero electricity prices.
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Table 12 - Overview of cost and efficiency data for peak power generation53
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APPENDIX B 

2050 EUROPEAN HYDROGEN DEMAND

New Energy Value Chain project
DNV GL’s recently published 2018 Energy Transition Outlook6 projects moderate uptake of hydrogen as an energy 

carrier towards 2050, then significant growth towards 2100. Building on that, DNV GL published a position paper 

"Hydrogen as an energy carrier, an evaluation of emerging hydrogen value chains"7. This paper has a global focus 

and provides a more granular analysis of hydrogen as an energy carrier. We used this paper, combined with DNV GL’s 

Energy Transition Outlook and other sources, to estimate the hydrogen demand in Europe for 2050. We emphasize 

that the estimates we make for hydrogen use outside the electricity value chain are used only to provide an indication 

of the required electrolyser capacity.

Mobility
The expected future choice for hydrogen conversion in mobile applications is the fuel cell. Measured tank-to-wheel, 

a fuel cell-based drive train is expected to be more efficient than a gasoline or diesel engine-based drive train. 

The difference in energy efficiency is approximately a factor of 1.9 averaged for gasoline, diesel and for liquefied 

petroleum gas (LPG)7. This difference reflects in the energy cost per kilometre and allows for higher energy-based 

hydrogen cost to achieve the same kilometre-based cost. 

Figure 26 shows historic mobility fuel cost combining gasoline, diesel, and LPG54 and the total consumption in 

Europe. It shows that retail fuel cost is for a large part determined by VAT and excise duties. These taxes account for 

50-60% of the total retail fuel cost, depending on the untaxed fuel cost. The total volume of motor fuels in energy 

units is approximately 13,700 PJ in 2016.

Figure 26 - European mobility fuel consumption and fuel cost based on retail prices55
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This provides us with sufficient data to estimate a reference price for hydrogen. If we linearise the trend in mobility 

fuel consumption, the equivalent need for hydrogen (corrected for the drive-train efficiency) is 60,600 kiloton (kton) 

in 2050. We assume that the value of this hydrogen is equal to the cost of conventional fuels. We base this cost on the 

average untaxed, historic fuel prices for conventional fuels and include a difference in carbon cost in 205056 resulting 

in a transportation fuel retail value of 5.0 EUR/kg in 2050. 

For liquefied hydrogen, storage and distribution cost are approximately 2.7 EUR/kg (distribution by truck, fuelling 

station cost, hydrogen losses, see figure 2351). The production value of liquefied hydrogen is therefore 2.3 EUR/kg.

  

On-site production of pressurised hydrogen requires only onsite storage and fuelling facilities. Onsite storage cost is 

approximately 0.2 EUR/kg hydrogen served (figure 13). Fuelling facility cost can be based on the 5-6 EUR/GJ margin 

between wholesale oil prices and untaxed retail fuel prices (figure 18). This translates to approximately 0.8 EUR/kg 

hydrogen. This results in a production value for 700 bar pressurized hydrogen of 3.7 EUR/kg. 

The future reference for mobility is not only conventional fuel but also electricity for battery electric vehicles (BEVs), 

which likely will make up a significant part of the mobility market currently served by conventional fuels7. Price will 

not be the only issue—expected range and refuelling capacity will factor in, too. Our New Energy Value Chain white 

paper7 projects that in 2050, 10-30% of the small cars, 30-50% of medium- and heavy-duty trucks, 30-50% of the 

large cars, vans and trucks, and more than 50% of the busses and coaches will be hydrogen fuelled fuel cell 

vehicles (FCEVs). This is larger than the 9.4% forecasted energy share for Europe by DNV GL’s Energy Transition 

Outlook 20186. For this paper we estimate a 10% share of hydrogen for road transportation Europe. Based on this 

estimate, the required volume of hydrogen for road transportation is approximately 6,100 kton/year. 

Some remarks to these estimates:

	It is possible that a fuel cell drive train leads to a more expensive car. The market may require that this difference

 is compensated by lower hydrogen fuel cost. We neglect this effect for now as we expect significant cost reduction

 of fuel cells towards 2050. See for instance the cost-of-ownership projections in our New Energy Value Chain white 

 paper7.

	We left excise duties out of comparison for 2050. In the long run, we expect governments to tax hydrogen to retain

 their excise-duty income from mobility fuels. In the short term it is uncertain, as governments can use those duties

  to subsidize the application of hydrogen. 

	Clean air initiatives may force consumers to switch to battery-electric vehicles or fuel cell electric vehicles. 

 Then, carbon taxed conventional fuel will not be a valid reference anymore. It provides a lower bound for the   

 hydrogen value, however.

Low-temperature space heating
The total 2015 heating demand in Europe is shown in figure 27. It shows that the combined potential for space 

heating and water heating in Europe in 2015 is 14,100 PJ. Hydrogen will probably serve only part of this building 

demand. It is more energy-efficient to directly convert electricity or biomass into heat than use an intermediate 

hydrogen step. Especially when heat pumps are used, the difference in total conversion efficiency is large. 

Furthermore, there will be competition from geothermal source and aquifer heat storage. These heat sources are 

generally high-investment units, requiring many operating hours (usually more than 5,000) to achieve payback.
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It is true that solutions such as heat pumps and geothermal sources might require reinforcement of the electricity 

grid or investments in a heat distribution grid. If an existing natural gas grid can be used for hydrogen distribution, 

the difference in grid investments will be significant. A more detailed economic analysis, based on the local situation, 

must be made to make an optimal choice.

According to DNV GL’s Energy Transition Outlook 2018, the hydrogen demand in buildings in Europe in 2050 will be 

520 PJ/year. This is equivalent to 4,300 kton hydrogen per year. The conventional alternative for hydrogen is natural 

gas. Assuming boiler investments and efficiencies are comparable for hydrogen and natural gas, the reference 

wholesale price for hydrogen is the natural gas price including the carbon cost in 2050. Based on 5.9 EUR/GJ energy 

cost and 2.8 EUR/GJ carbon cost (see Appendix A), the reference price for hydrogen is 8.7 EUR/GJ (1.2 EUR/kg).

High-temperature industrial heat
The industrial process heating demand in Europe in 2015 is approximately 7,100 PJ (figure 27). The distinction 

between temperature levels is made in figure 28. Almost half of the total heat demand is high-temperature heat 

(> 500°C). Heat demand can be both direct heat demand (e.g., kilns and forges) or steam demand. As with space 

heating, part of this future demand will be served by electric heating: heat pumps, electric kilns, electrode steam 

boilers, and the like. Hybrid boilers could be used to exploit price differences between electricity and hydrogen.

Alternatives for decarbonizing the heat supply, besides electrification, are the use of biomass and CCS. Both 

technologies are currently more mature and less complex than hydrogen. Hydrogen can be an interesting option 

but the uptake in industry will probably be slow due to cost sensitivity and long equipment lifetime. We assume that 

a moderate 10% of the current industrial heat demand will be served by hydrogen in 2050 (5,500 kton/year). 

As with peak heating, we assume a reference price for hydrogen of 1.2 EUR/kg based on the carbon-taxed natural 

gas alternative.

Feedstock
The European industrial hydrogen feedstock use in 2015 was an estimated 7,000 kton with growth expected to be 

3.5% per year until 2025. The chemical sector is the main user of feedstock hydrogen (63%) followed by refineries 

(30%) and metal processing (6%). Main use in the chemical sector is ammonia production (84%) and methanol 

production (12%). Refinery consumption is expected to diminish significantly toward 2050, assuming conventional 

mobility fuels will not be used any more in 2050. We assume that industrial hydrogen feedstock use will increase 

until 2025 at 3.5% per year and then stabilize for non-refinery use. This leads to a potential industrial feedstock use of 

hydrogen in 2050 of 6,900 kton.

The reference price can be based on conventional steam methane reforming (including carbon cost) as the 

price-setting alternative. Based on figure 4, this is 2.1 EUR/kg.
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Figure 27 - European industrial, residential and commercial heat demand (2015 data)57
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Figure 28 - Temperature levels of industrial heat demand (2015 data)57
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1 Compiled by DNV GL based on a data search in the ScienceDirect database: https://www.sciencedirect.com/.
2 This general picture does not include the effect of grid constraints. This may lead to additional curtailing of 

renewables if there is insufficient grid capacity between areas with high renewable generation and areas with a 

matching demand. 
3 It requires a high share of variable renewables and possibly non-price drivers to force that amount of wind and 

PV to be built. The impact of lost income has a very serious impact on wind and PV project economics, and other 

decarbonization options or decarbonizing other sectors might get priority.
4 Future-proof renewables, DNV GL white paper, 2018, available at: 

https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/future-proof-renewables-103549
5 See for instance: Flexibility in the power system, the need, opportunity and value of flexibility, DNV GL white paper 

2017, https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/flexibility-in-the-power-system-103874.
6 Energy transition Outlook 2018, A global and regional forecast of the energy transition to 2050, DNV GL, 2018, 

available at: https://eto.dnvgl.com/2018/.
7 Hydrogen as an energy carrier, an evaluation of emerging hydrogen value chains, DNV GL position paper, 2018, 

available at: https://www.dnvgl.com/oilgas/download/hydrogen-as-an-energy-carrier.html.
8 Normally, a price duration curve is sorted from high prices to low prices. In this paper, we choose to reverse this 

because we are interested in surplus options for low to zero priced electricity and these will start using lowest 

priced electricity first.
9 In this paper, operating hours refers to equivalent full load operating hours unless otherwise stated.
10 Currently, autothermal reforming (ATR) of natural gas is considered as a promising hydrogen production 

technology as it is more amendable to CO
2
-capture. It is in commercial development phase.

11 Assumed carbon cost: 6 EUR/ton in 2016 and 54 EUR/ton in 2050 according to DNV Gls Energy Transition Outlook.
12 We assume that electricity from renewable sources like solar-PV and wind is carbon free, neglecting life cycle 

emissions.
13 As a proxy for an achievable average electricity price in a high-VRES situation we us the average wholesale 

electricity price for Norway (mainly hydropower) for 2012-2017. We neglect the effect of possible future grid 

constraints on the electricity price.
14 DNV GL analysis based on technical data summarized in Appendix A.
15 The analyses in this paper are partly based on comparison with fossil fuelled alternatives. The CO

2
-emissions are 

penalized based on estimated 2050 carbon cost (56 EUR/ton). This reference is not valid if CO
2
-emissions are not 

allowed any more at any price.
16 e.g. Hydrogen storage: Recent improvements and industrial perspectives, International Journal of Hydrogen 

Energy 42 (2017) 7254-7262.
17 Liquid Hydrogen Infrastructure Analysis, LLNL Livermore, DOE Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Annual Merit Review, 

Washington D.C., June 6th, 2017, available at: 

https://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/review17/pd135_petitpas_2017_o.pdf.
18 Gas in Focus, available at: http://www.gasinfocus.com/en/indicator/underground-storage-sites-for-natural-gas-

in-europe/.
19 Encyclopedia of hydrocarbons, underground storage of natural gas, available at: http://www.treccani.it/export/

sites/default/Portale/sito/altre_aree/Tecnologia_e_Scienze_applicate/enciclopedia/inglese/inglese_vol_1/

pag879-912ING3.pdf.
 20 Hydrogen as energy storage medium and fuel for transport, U. Buenger, Technoport Conference 2012, 

https://www.sintef.no/globalassets/project/stampem/pdf/technoport-rerc-2012-bunger2.pdf.
21 Global trends and outlook for hydrogen, IEA, 2017, available at: 

http://ieahydrogen.org/pdfs/Global-Outlook-and-Trends-for-Hydrogen_Dec2017_WEB.aspx.
22 A review on the current progress of metal hydrides material for solid-state hydrogen storage applications, 

Rusman, N.A.A. and Dahari, M., International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, volume 41, issue 28 July 2016 

(12108-12126), available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.05.244.
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23 DNV GL analysis based on technical data summarized in Appendix A.
24 An Overview of the Pipeline Networks of Europe, European Chemical Site Promotion Platform (ECSPP), 

available at: https://chemicalparks.eu/europe/pipeline-networks.
25 Leeds City Gate H21 project, available at: https://www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2017/04/H21-Report-Interactive-PDF-July-2016.compressed.pdf
26 Current gas grid suitable for hydrogen, Association of Dutch network operators, news item 11 July 2018, available 

at (in Dutch): https://www.netbeheernederland.nl/nieuws/huidige-gasnet-geschikt-te-maken-voor-waterstof-1240.
27 How hydrogen empowers the energy transition, Hydrogen Council, 2017, available at: 

http://hydrogencouncil.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Hydrogen-Council-Vision-Document.pdf.
28 Assuming 3000 equivalent full load hours per year and an efficiency of 48,4 kWh/kg H

2
.

29 Based on DNV GL analysis.
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